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POLO MUSEALE DELLA TOSCANA

Court,Taste and Art Collecting
in Pisa
Polo Museale della Toscana
Museo Nazionale di Palazzo Reale
Pisa, Lungarno Pacinotti 46 Tel. +39 050 926573
pm-tos.museopalazzoreale@beniculturali.it
Museo Nazionale di Palazzo Reale

Ticket - Billet - Eintritt
Ticket to Museo Nazionale di Palazzo Reale: € 5,00
Concessions: € 2,50
Inclusive ticket to Museo Nazionale di Palazzo Reale and
Museo Nazionale di San Matteo: € 8,00
Concessions: € 4,00
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Opening hours:
Monday to Saturday 9am - 2pm
closed on Tuesday and public holidays
The ticket office closes 30 minutes in advance

Museo Nazionale di Palazzo Reale

Museo nazionale di Palazzo Reale

20 opere per una storia

Court,
Taste
and
Art
La corte, il gusto e il
Collecting
collezionismoina Pisa
Pisa

THE PALACE AND THE MUSEUM
In 1583 the grand duke Francesco I
decided to build a new residence in
Pisa in a strategic position along the
Arno river, where the Medici family
could stay during the cold Florentine
winters. The court architect Bernardo

Buontalenti designed the new palace
that
included
the
medieval
tower-houses of the Pisan families the
Dodi, the Gaetani and the Gusmani as
well as the tower of the Verga d’Oro
where a beautiful panorama of the
town can be seen if requested.
The monumental grand staircase
leading up to the main floor and the
walkways to the palatine church San
Nicola and to the palace delle Vedove
in via Santa Maria were built in the
XVIII century under the Lorraine rule.
In the same period the garden where
the Medici family had citrus trees was
destroyed to give place to the
enlargement of the palace. The
monochromatic frescoes in the hall
where the metal weapon collection,
formerly used for the Joust of the

Bridge, is on display and the
decorations of the ceilings at the
ground floor were added in the XIX
century.
The arrangement of the museum,
which began in 1989, aims at a
reconstruction
of
sovereign
representation and everyday life in a
noble dwelling. Historical furniture
encloses art works coming from the
collections of the Medici, Lorraine
and Savoy families as well as from
private donations.
Across the heritage of the museum it
is possible to seize the features of the
non religious art production realised
for or collected in Pisa by its rulers
and citizens from the end of the XVI
century to the XX century.

TEXTILE COLLECTIONS
The museum boasts a great and
prestigious heritage consisting of over
thirty “cloths” (tapestry), many of
which are currently being restored.
The tapestries carried out an important
function of cultural propaganda since
they combined the glorification of
power with the ease of movement.
The tapestries were exhibited outside
and inside the buildings with this aim, in
addition to their purely aesthetic value.
The Medicean tapestry-work was
founded by Cosimo I in 1545, making
use of two Flemish tapestry masters
appointed to teach the tapestry art.
Powerful painters, among which
Bronzino, Pontormo, Salviati and
Giovanni Stradano provided cartoons

Lorenzo the Magnificient and The
Hunts for the Medicean Villa of
Poggio in Caiano.
Clothing performed a crucial role in the
symbol system used by the power too,
and the noble fashion contributed to the
creation of the picture of grand- duke’s
family image.
The crimson dress, attributable to the
grand duchess Eleonora di Toledo’s
closet and dating back to the mid 16th
Century, is an extraordinary masterpiece
of sumptuary art and a rare example of
museal dress.
((2) Tuscan manufacture
Female dress
1550-1560 ca.

models. Moreover the court-artists
described details and translated the
preciousness and sophistication of
fabrics and jewels in a very skillful and
attentive manner, promoting the
products of the flourishing local
man
manufactures
situated in the
grand ducal
territor
territory.
In this way
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XVI century.
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Umberto I
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THE COLLECTION OF THE COURT

( )

1 Alessandro Rossi (drawing and cartoon),
Matteo Benvenuti (weaving)
Tapestry with the coat of arms of the Medici
1693-1698

for tapestry weaving.
In tapestry art, great hangings were
woven like the well-known series of
The Stories of Joseph, The Stories of

In the halls of the museum portraits of
the families that have lived here are
found: first the grand dukes of the
Medici followed by the Lorraine and
lastly the Savoy family, sovereigns of
the Kingdom of Italy, which gave the
building its present name – Palazzo
Reale (Royal Palace) Through the
portraits we get an understanding of the
high birth and the social role of the

From the samee
time period iss
the Cardinall
Ferdinando
(4) made by
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s
st
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icturing
ictur
Allori, picturing
Ferdinando as a
cardinal shortly before being nominated
grand duke.
The oval femminine portraits, placed in
the upper part of the museum halls,

belonged to Violante di Baviera’s
private collection. Her husband the
grand prince Ferdinando de’ Medici,
also was a passionated contemporary art
collector, the painting The flee (5) by
Giuseppe Maria Crespi on display in
the hall of the Court belonged to him.
In the same hall Giovanni Domenico
Ferretti’s opulent portrait of Francesco
Stefano (6), the first grand duke of the
Lorraine family, as well as emperor of
Austria, stands out sharply in contrast
with the sober image of his son Pietro
Leopoldo (7), able and illuminated
governor. Last but not least it is possible
to observe the portraits of the kings
of Italy Vittorio Emanuele II and
Umberto I (8) both in military uniform.
THE GREAT PAINITNGS FOR THE
DUOMO
In 1596 a fire completely destroyed the
ornaments of the Duomo, therefore the
city of Pisa in the beginning of the
XVIII century promoted a thorough
renovation including the realisation of
new decorative ornaments so great
paintings celebrating Pisan saints were
commissioned for the lateral ships of the
church. Pisa wanted to proclaim its
absolute cultural autonomy towards
Florence and decided that the artists
selected for the task should not in any
way be connected to Florentine clients.
The job was financiated by the “Negozio
dei parati di San Ranieri” that hired or
sold cloths and vestments, and the cash
collected was used to pay the
commissions.
In one of the museum-halls it is possible
to see the sketches that had to be

part of Pisan public collections as the
portraits of the noble Pisan family Del
T
Testa, the Passerini donation, noble
family from Cortona with ancient ties to

Hall with the sketches for the Duomo

approved before being created in larger
dimensions to be put in the Duomo.

(12) Raffaello and atelier

THE PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

The Miracle of the hanged
oil on panel
1500

The presence in Pisa of an Academy
ofFine Arts, that should help and
instruct youths to start an artistic carrier,
stimulated many citizens to donate their
private collections in parts or entirely.
The art works were thus invested with
new values:
initially
considered
only private
enjoyment
they soon gave
art students an
opportunity to
get new ideas
and reflexions,
at the same
time as it
contributed to
to Rosso Fiorentino
the establishment (9) attributedRebecca
at the well
of a cultural
oil and tempera on panel
XVI century first quarter
identity of the
city.
For this reason many art works became

the Medici family, holding the painting
Rebecca at the well attributed to Rosso
Fiorentino, and later on the Perugia
donation with Smargiasso’s Naval
battle (10), the Ciabattini donation with
the significant San Francesco (11) by
Cigoli and the Upezzinghi donation
with Sacred Love and Profane Love
(14) formerly attributed to Guido Reni.
Coming from a distraint is the group of
works belonging to the Schiff-Giorgini
family, parts of this collection were the
panel painting The Miracle of the
hanged attributed to a young Raffaello,
and the gold-leaf background panel with
Madonna and child (13) signed and
dated by Giusto de’ Menabuoi.
Donations and bequests have never
seized and have recently introduced not
only art works belonging to the Gioli
family, with Blind grandfather (19) by
Francesco Gioli, the XX century
gypsotheque and art gallery with the
personal works of the Tuscan painter

and sculptor Italo Griselli, but also
works made by Spartaco Carlini,
Galileo Chini and Gianni Bertini.
THE CECI COLLECTION
Antonio Ceci was a famous surgeon and
professor at the University of Pisa. In
his beautiful villa in Pisa surrounded by
a green garden he gathered from 1893 a
real “dovizioso museo” (rich museum)
covering every palm of the walls: over
220 paintings from the XV to XX
century, small bronze statues, miniature
paintings,
ceramics,
Japanese
porcelains, coins, ivories and Boulle
style furniture. In 1920 Antonio Ceci
died without leaving any heirs and
according to his will his collection was
divided between Pisa and his home
town Ascoli Piceno. The art works were
equally distributed between the two
cities, except for the collection with
more than two hundred miniature
paintings entirely destinated to Pisa,

shows Ceci’s personal preferences for
Flemish art and Genoese paintings from
the XVII century, especially these last
ones were easy to get hold of in the
Ligurian capital., where he lived for ten
years. Extraordinary examples are
the Kermesse of San Giorgio (15)
ancient copy from a painting of Pieter
Bruegel and the Blessing of Jacob (18)
by Bernardo Strozzi.
Ceci’s heterogeneous taste, which
mainly aimed at beauty and preciosity,
reveals a miscellaneous collection with
religious art works from the

(18) Bernardo Strozzi

Blessing of Jacob
oil on canvas
XVII century

(15) Ancient copy from Pieter Bruegel
Kermesse of San Giorgio
oil on panel
XVI century second half

and the XIX century paintings that were
all left to Ascoli Piceno.
The rich art gallery on display in Pisa

Quattrocento as the Madonna and
child with Saint Catherine of
Ale
Alessandria (16) by Francesco
Raibolini called Francia and the gold
leaf backround panel Crowning of the
Virgin (17) by Michele di Matteo, put
side by side to works with profane
subjects from later time periods.

